First-Year Artist Partner Program

The Cole Creativity Center at the Santa Paula Art Museum is seeking professional artists with teaching experience to help us launch our art studio and educational center programming, and join us in our first year as a founding Artist Partner. We appreciate the artists and teachers in our community and understand their support in building a vital and thriving arts community is invaluable. With the intent of recognizing their contributions and building equitable partnerships, we offer the following benefits to our first-year Artist Partners:

Museum Membership for one year (or free renewal if already a member)

Celebration/ Sales Event:

- Reception and Artist Partner celebration to be held Summer 2019 (first anniversary)
- Exhibition in the Cole Creativity Center celebrating our Founding Artists with special reception including museum donors and members to promote art sales, includes one work on exhibit and an attending portfolio of works for sale
- Concurrent sales in museum store

Promotion in our community

- “Featured” in newsletter (2250 emailed)
- Social media posts promoting classes, thanking teachers, including teachers’ website link, any personal hashtags (FB 1500 followers, Instagram 405 followers)
- Featured on Museum website in “Artist Partners” page (brief bio, image and link)

Celebrated in our Space

- Featured on the “Artist Partners” wall in the Cole Creativity Center, space for one medium art piece and bio during month of your course

Teaching Stipends

- 90 min workshops $75.00 (includes 30 min prep)
- Series courses: $35.00 /hour including 30 min prep per meeting

Cole Creativity Center Vision Statement:

The Cole Creativity Center is a shared space where creativity is abundant, artists share and inspire, students discover and explore, imagination has no limit, all are welcome, and art builds community.

Questions: contact Meg Phelps creativity@santapaulaartmuseum.org / 805-218-8055